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l.Introduction

Page width contact type image sensors have features

to reduce the size of image input equipments by using 1:1

focusing optics. Various contact type linear image

sensors have been developed, such as multichip CCD

sensorl), amorphous-silicon(a-Si:H) sensors with a-Si:H

thin film transistor(TFT)z) or poly=crystalline silicon

TFTs). Especially, the image input system for G4

facsimile requires fast speed (less than lms/line), fine

resolution(400DPl) and high gray scale(msre than 64

levels).

We developed a fabrication technology involving the

formation of a-Si:H devices on a large glass substrate, and

also developed a contact type linear image sensor using a

schottky photodiode(PD) which has Cr/a-Si:H/ITO
sandwich structure4) and a matrix driven image sensor

using a-Si:H TFT as a switching deviceS)G). However in a

matrix driven image sensor, crosstalk coupling between

the top and bottom signal lines exists, and it decreases the

gray scale reading capability. To reduce crosstalk, we

made the coupling capacitance smaller and also the line

capacitance larger. As the result, a large line capacitance

decreased photoresponsivity?)8). In order to solve these

problems, we have developed a new wiring structure

which connects a group of pixels with the same number of

single-layer parallel lines. These multiplex parallel lines

are called "meander lines", for their shape look like a

meandering river.
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2. Device Operation and Equivalent Circuit
According to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.l, the

basic operation is described as follows. Photo-charges

generated by light exposure are stored in capacitance of
photodiode (Cpo:0.5pF), additional capacitance (C4pp:

O.?pF) and parasitic coupling capacitance between gate

and drain of TFT (CCo:0.3pF). Ceno is inserted to
suppress the feed through due to gate voltage swing. The

charges are transferred to line capacitance (Cil through

TFT. The change of signal line voltage is detected by the

analog multiplexer. This operation, in other words, is to

divide all charges(Q) into all the capacitance(Cell

=Cpo*CADD+Ccn*CCS+Cl) in the circuit. So the

capacitance in drain side (Cpo*Capp*CCo) and C1 are

key parameters to determine the performance, because

the photoresponsivity and the after image are related to

Q/Cer,l and (Cpp * Ceoo * Ccn)/Cer,l, respectivelye).

PD TFT Analoq Multiplexer

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of one pixel of the sensor.
Vs is bias voltage for PD, Cpn is capacitance of
PD, Ceno is additional capacitance, C6p and
Cgg are parasitic coupling capacitance between
gate and drain or source of TF'f, C1 is line
capacitance.
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According to the conventional matrix multiplex lines,

there is a trade off between reduction of crosstalk and

increase of photoresponsivity. That is because the

crosstalk is proportion to the ratio of the coupling

capacitance to the line capacitance, while the photo-

responsivity is inverse proportion to the line capacitance

itself. In order to overcome these trade offproblems, we

introduced the meander multiplex lines.

Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of the sensor. It
contains the meander lines, the photodiode amay and two

analog multiplexers. There are no crossover points

between signal lines. To suppress the voltage swing

affected by the adjacent signal line, a ground line is

inserted between every adjacent signal line.

To achieve high speed reading with the 4MHz

operating analog multiplexer, two A5 page width sub-

arrays which are mostly same layout are fabricated into

line on a glass substrate. This makes double speed

reading possible(0.6ms/line) by parallel operation. The

C1 on each subarray is less than 1/10 of the conventional

matrix lines.

Figure 3. Cross sectional view ofa part ofthe sensor.
Passivation layer is omitted. Dark area on
aluminum pattern is contact area.

Figure 2. Equivalent circuit of
A5 page width sensor
with meander lines. Gate
driver circuit and ground

coMl lines are omitted.

In Fig.2, the stored charges are transferred to Cl by

sequential TFT switching of the blocks. Then each signal

line voltage is detected and amplified by high speed

multiplexer, and serial signal comes out on an output

terminal. The output signal sequence in every two blocks

must be reversed, because an input signal sequence is led

by turns to the input terminals of the multiplexer. To

rearrange the signal sequence, two mutiplexers are placed

at the both ends of the meander lines and are operated

simultaneously. The output signal with proper sequence

is obtained by alternately switching of two common

outputs from two multiplexers.

3. Device Structure and Fabrieation

Figure 3 shows a cross sectional view of the main part

of the sensor. It consists of PD, CAon, TFT and the

meander lines. The PD is Cr/a-Si/ITO schottky photo-

diode with a 63.5pm X 48.5pm aperture isolated by

photolithography. The thickness of a-Si:H is 1.3pm.

The Ceop is composed of metal-insulater-metal-

insulater-metal, and the intermediate metal layer is

connected to the drain ofTFT and others are grounded.

All the layers of Capp are used to compose PD or TFT.

The TFT has an inverted staggered structure.

Cr(?50A) and silicon nitride(SiNx, 15004) are used as a

gate electrode and insulator, respectively. The gate

insulator, a-Si:H(5004) and top-SiNx(l500A) are

deposited successively without breaking vacuum. n*a-
Si:H (1000A) and Cr (15004) are used as the source and

drain electrodes. W/L of TFT is 180pm lL5pm, overlap

size of source or drain electrode over gate electrode is 3pm.

Meander lines are aluminum lines (1.5pm) on

dielectric layer (polyimide, 1.15pm). Each signal line

runs between each PD.

Figure 4 shows a microphotograph of the sensor. The

,Analoo

Multiplexer
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Figure 4. Microphotograph of the sensor.

completed array is mounted on a print circuit board, and

connected to the multiplexers by wirebonding.

4. Evaluation of Meander Lines

The width and the space of the meander lines are

important parameters to determine the C1. The vertical

line pitch is the same as the pixel pitch. The horizontal

pitch is not fixed but required to minimize the array

width. If it is wider, the total length of the lines becomes

longer, and also Clbecomes larger. The design rule of the

horizontal lines is explained, as follows.

Both C1 and the adjacent coupling capacitance(Cc)

composed of the aluminum lines are calculated by two-

dimentional electric field analysis on a cross section. The

adjacent crosstalk is estimated from the ratio of Cg to C1

on each cross section. Figure 5 shows Cl and the adjacent

crosstalk as a function of the line width. From this frgure,

Cl increases moderately as the line width increases, but it
decreases more steeply when the space increases. On the
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5. Cl and the adjacent crosstalk versus the line
width analyzed by the electric field simulation.
The adjacent crosstalk is defined as C6/C;.

other hand, the adjacent crosstalk depends on the width

rather than the space. But the width and the space are

not determined simply. Array width and yield of lines

must be considered in determining the width and the

space. As the result, 7pm and llpm for the line width

and the space have been adopted.

5. Charge Transfer Characteristics

Figure 6 shows the charge transfer characteristics

which indicate the voltage at source eleetrode of TFT.

The photo-charges are transferred to C1 according to the

time constant which is determined by both the ON

resistance of the TFT and the capacitance on the drain

side. In Fig.6(a), linearity under low exposure is good in

spite of incomplete transfer because time constant of

charge transfer is mostly stable. When gate voltage

swings between + 5V, the circuit isn't equilibrium yet at

7.lpsec after TFT switching in Fig.6(b). This means

incomplete charge transfer. Its rate is about llvo at the

present design. Complete charge transfer will be

achieved by increase of gate electric field by both high

gate voltage shown in Fig.6(b) or reduction of thickness of

gate insulator. However it must be considered to

compensate feed through influence.

Figure 6. Charge transfer characteristics of the test
element. Transfer time is 7.lpsec. (a) Exposed
time= 0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,L.0,1.2,1.4ms. VG:
+ 5V. (b) V6""- 0,2,4,6,8,L0V. V6o6 = - 5V.

6. Performance

The light transfer characteristics of the sensor at

4MHz clock frequency is shown in Fig.?. The sensor has

good linearity under the low exposure and the reading

speed of 0.6ms/line by parallel operation. From this
figure, the photoresponsivity is calculated about 20Vllx.s

under G54 fluorescent lamp.

As the sensor has the meander lines, erosstalk among
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each block can be ignored, and adjacent crosstalk which

has influence on MTF becomes a problem. Figure 8 shows

the adjacent crosstalk characteristics. The influence of

the adjacent lines is about 64o, andthe next to the adiacent

is about 17o. These values are larger than those

estimated from the design. The main reason is that the

lines are namower than expected due to larger side

etching. Others are that the resistance of the grounded

lines might be large, and that relative permittivity of

analysis model might be estimated smaller.

Figure 9 shows example of the reproduced image

scanned by the sensor. The chart is the facsimile test

chart of the Institute of Image Electronics Engineers of

Japan. The image was 7-corrected and printed by a

sublimation dye thermal transfer. The image quality

regarding sharpness and gray levels is good in especially

for 6.5 points Kanji characters.
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Figure 7. Light transfer characteristics of the sensor
operated at 4MHz.

F Dark level
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Figure 8. The outputof the sensor, when 20pm width
light is exposed on only one PD. Horizontal
scale: 250ns/div, vertical scale: 0.5v/div.
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Figure 9. Reproduced image scanned by the sensor.

7. Summary

A new 400DPI, A3 page width linear image sensor has

been developed on a glass substrate. The sensor has new

parallel multiplex lines called "meander lines" to reduce

the crosstalk and C1. The meander lines were designed,

considering both performance and the array size. The

sensor can be driven at 4MHz clock frequency and has

good linearity under the low exposure. Its photo-

responsivity is 2OVAx.s (G54 FL). And the sensor can

achieve wide gray scale and Iine resolution.
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